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Abstract
It’s reasonable to assume that a regularly paced sequence should be perceived as regular,

but here we show that perceived regularity depends on the context in which the sequence is

embedded. We presented one group of participants with perceptually regularly paced

sequences, and another group of participants with mostly irregularly paced sequences

(75% irregular, 25% regular). The timing of the final stimulus in each sequence could be var-

ied. In one experiment, we asked whether the last stimulus was regular or not. We found

that participants exposed to an irregular environment frequently reported perfectly regularly

paced stimuli to be irregular. In a second experiment, we asked participants to judge

whether the final stimulus was presented before or after a flash. In this way, we were able to

determine distortions in temporal perception as changes in the timing necessary for the

sound and the flash to be perceived synchronous. We found that within a regular context,

the perceived timing of deviant last stimuli changed so that the relative anisochrony

appeared to be perceptually decreased. In the irregular context, the perceived timing of

irregular stimuli following a regular sequence was not affected. These observations suggest

that humans use temporal expectations to evaluate the regularity of sequences and that

expectations are combined with sensory stimuli to adapt perceived timing to follow the sta-

tistics of the environment. Expectations can be seen as a-priori probabilities on which per-

ceived timing of stimuli depend.

Introduction
Time is a physical dimension that pervades numerous aspects of human perception, yet
humans do not perceive time veridically. For example, the subjective experience of duration
can be modulated by non-temporal characteristics such as stimulus properties [1–3], complex-
ity [4], sensory modality [5–7], and context [8]. As subjective duration can be biased by the
characteristics of the immediate environment, here we ask whether the perception of temporal
regularity is subject to similar influences. In fact, we observe that context plays a role in the
perception of rhythmic stimuli, as humans effortlessly learn the temporal structure of events
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[9–14], an ability that is present even in newborns and infants [15,16]. It has been shown that
humans, among other animals [17–22], can improve perceptual judgments [23–29], reduce
neural metabolic consumption [30], and automatize behaviour [31,32] by entraining to regular
rhythms. Whilst there are several models of how humans deal with rhythmic stimuli [33–44],
these accounts assume that if stimuli are repeated after the same inter-stimulus interval, then
they are perceived as part of a regular sequence. But, as previously noted, time is subject to per-
ceptual distortions, so why should a temporal property like regularity be immune to these too?

To test whether perceived regularity of a sequence can change due to the influence of the
environment, we presented sequences of stimuli that were perceptually regularly timed to one
group of participants, whereas a second group was presented with mostly irregularly timed
sequences. In both groups, 25% of trials comprised a regular sequence, i.e., stimuli spaced by
the same inter-onset interval (isochrony). We found that an environment of mostly irregularly
timed stimuli causes regular sequences to appear as being irregular. We don’t find support for
explanations based on response biases or changes in the criterion for judging regularity, and
thus we propose an explanation of these effects that is based on the influence of expectations
on the perceived timing of individual stimuli; i.e., humans make predictions about the timing
of future events that modify perception. An ideal candidate to conceptualise this phenomenon
is Bayesian Decision Theory (BDT), which has been successfully applied to various perceptual
domains [45–49]. Bayesian accounts of time perception have also been formulated [44,50–54],
but they do not account for changes in the perceived timing of individual stimuli as they are
contingent on the representation of duration that stimuli delimit. In contrast, we hypothesized
that humans represent the timing of events separately from duration for the purpose of esti-
mating temporal properties of the stimulus sequence, i.e., regularity. Such a scheme relies on
previous knowledge about the timing of stimuli. In a regular environment, perceived timing of
stimuli is obtained by the combination of incoming sensory information with expectations of
when such stimuli should appear. Expected timing should thus bias perception in a way that
regularises slightly anisochronous stimuli. To test this, we measured when stimuli at the end of
a sequence are perceived and found a temporal regularisation effect, such that the timing differ-
ence between early and late stimuli is perceptually reduced. Our results give more credence to
the contemporary idea [50,52,53,55,56] that the brain keeps track of the temporal statistics of
the environment and uses them for perception in a way consistent with Bayesian inference.

Experiment 1: The Temporal Environment Modifies Perceived
Regularity
The first experiment examined whether the regularity of the environment changes how tempo-
ral regularity of stimulus sequences is perceived. We exposed participants either to an environ-
ment where the majority of sequences were perceived to be temporally regular (regular
environment, Fig 1A upper panel) or to an environment where most of the sequences appeared
to be markedly irregular (irregular environment, Fig 1A lower panel). To assess participants’
sensitivity to discriminate whether a sequence appears regular [57–59], for both groups we pre-
sented 25% of sequences composed of five beeps where only the timing of the last stimulus
deviated from isochrony. The participants’ task was to report whether the sequence as a whole
was regular–or not. By parametrically varying the timing of the last stimulus we determined
the deviations at which sequences started to appear irregular.

Method
Participants. Twenty undergraduate students from the University of Birmingham took

part in this experiment. In both of the experiments presented in this article, written informed
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consent was given in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Science, Technology,
Engineering & Mathematics Ethical Review Committee of the University of Birmingham
approved both experiments. Participants were recruited via the online participant recruitment
system and received course credits as reimbursement. Participants were naïve to the purpose of
the study, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal hearing or vision.

Stimuli. The auditory stimuli were identical tones produced by a speaker positioned 50
cm to the left of the participant (20 ms with 5 ms linear ramp, 1 kHz, 75.1 dBA). To ensure reli-
able timing, the signals of the whole trial were sent to the audio card before presentation.

Procedure. Participants sat in a quiet, well-lit room, 50 cm away from a speaker positioned
to their left. The design of the experiment included a between-subjects factor such that 10 par-
ticipants partook in the ‘regular’ environment, whilst 10 participants took part in the ‘irregular’
environment. After being given instructions and informed consent, participants were pre-
sented with sequences of five auditory beeps with an inter-onset interval (IOI) of 700 ms that
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Fig 1. Experimental stimuli, design, and results of Experiment 1. (A) Top: Example of a sequence in a
perceptually regular environment with the final stimulus earlier than expected. Bottom: Example of a
sequence in a perceptually irregular environment with the final stimulus later than expected. (B) Proportion of
‘regular’ responses as a function of the timing of the final auditory stimulus in the sequence. Each line
represents data obtained with 0 ms jitter level for the two groups. When comparing the data obtained from the
identical 0 ms jitter level sequences presented in both groups, the number of ‘regular’ responses is
significantly lower for the perceptually irregular group at the points denoted by an asterisk (S2 Table). In all
graphs, the error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g001
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could be highly irregular (irregular environment group: 0, 50, 100, or 150 ms jitter level) or per-
ceptually regular (regular environment group: 0, 10, 20, or 30 ms jitter level). The jitter was
applied to the regular sequence, such that a uniformly distributed random value sampled
between +/− the jitter level was added to each IOI. (The procedure is identical in Experiment
2.) Conditions were randomly interleaved such that the participant could not know the jitter
level of the next stimulus sequence. The participants’ two-alternative forced choice task
(2AFC) was to report whether the stimulus sequence was regular or not by pressing one of two
keys (Fig 1). The final stimulus could be temporally deviant by 0, ±20, ±40, ±60, ±80, ±100,
±150, or ±200 ms. Participants were asked to respond as accurately as possible with no time
limit on the response window. After pressing the regular or irregular key, the next trial would
start after 1.5–2 seconds. Each condition was presented eight times. The experiment lasted
approximately 30 minutes, and participants were debriefed upon completion of the task.

Results
The distribution of responses as a function of jitter level became steeper in both environments
(Fig 2) as shown by the significant interaction term in a two-way repeated measures ANOVA
with factors anisochrony of final stimulus and jitter level on the inverse-normal proportion of
‘regular’ responses bounded between .01–.99 (regular: F(42,378) = 3.5, p< .0001, ηp

2 = .28,
irregular: F(42,378) = 5.0, p< .0001, ηp

2 = .36). On the other hand, the distribution of
responses for sequences composed of four initial regularly timed stimuli (0 jitter level) as a
function of the deviation of the last stimulus followed a different pattern between the two
groups (Figs 1B and 2, see S1 Table for responses with jittered sequences in both groups). A
mixed ANOVA on the proportion of regular responses in 0 jitter level sequences with a within
subject factor of anisochrony of final stimulus and between groups factor of environment (reg-
ular/irregular) revealed an expected significant main effect of anisochrony (F(14,252) = 3.4,
p< .001, ηp

2 = .16), but no effect of environment (F(1,18) = 0.3, p = .572, ηp
2 = .02) and, more

importantly, a significant interaction (F(14,252) = 36.2, p< .0001, ηp
2 = .67). For participants

exposed to an irregular environment, the number of ‘regular’ responses for slight deviations in
the timing of the last stimulus appeared to be much lower than the same sequence embedded
in the regular environment (significant between -40 and 20 ms, see S2 Table for independent-
sample t-tests between each environment). Crucially, participants were also more likely to
report perfectly regular sequences (0 ms anisochrony) as being irregular when embedded in
an irregular environment. The difference between the two groups disappears for larger devia-
tions of the last stimulus in the sequence. Furthermore, when the last stimulus had 0 ms
anisochrony, participants perceive regularity the most when the first part of the sequence is iso-
chronous and the proportion of responses declines almost linearly as a function of the jitter
level (Fig 3).

To test whether a change in the decisional criterion used to give ‘regular’ answers could be
an explanation for the pattern of results, we applied the two noisy criteria simultaneity judg-
ment model [60], hypothesizing that participants respond ‘regular’ if the sensed value of
anisochrony is contained within two criteria, one for each of the directions of anisochrony.
According to the original formulation, the location of the two criteria is drawn from two
Gaussian distributions with independent variability, which may cause the slope at the two sides
of a psychometric function to be different. The four parameters of the model are the aniso-
chrony of the early (negative anisochronies) and late (positive anisochronies) criteria for judg-
ing regularity and the slopes at the threshold points. Using the tool described in [60], we
analysed the data of the initially regularly timed sequences (0 jitter level) by fitting the propor-
tion of responses as a function of anisochrony using the difference of two cumulative Gaussian
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Fig 2. Additional analysis of Experiment 1. Proportion of ‘regular’ responses as a function of the timing of
the final stimulus in the sequence (A) for the perceptually regular environment group and (B) for the
perceptually irregular environment group. Each line represents one of the four jitter levels. The distribution of
responses becomes steeper at lower jitter levels for each group. Asterisks denote anisochronies at which the
proportion of responses differs significantly across jitters levels within a group (see S1 Table for statistical
tests).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g002

Fig 3. Proportion of regular responses as a function of the jitter level for 0 ms anisochrony of the final
stimulus. Participants respond more frequently ‘regular’ when the final stimulus follows a sequence of
perfectly regularly timed stimuli in the regular environment (blue line) in comparison to an irregular
environment (red line).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g003
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distributions. The values for all the parameters are presented in S3 Table. The fit did not evi-
dence changes between regular and irregular environment groups for any of the parameters
(paired sample t-tests and Bayes Factors on thresholds for early t(18) = 0.2, p = .82, BF10 = .41;
late t(18) = -0.7, p = .51, BF10 = .47; on slope for early t(18) = -1.7, p = .20, BF10 = 1.0; late
t(18) = -2.3, p = .060, BF10 = 2.3). By ruling out that a change in the response criterion, we
increase our confidence in concluding that the environment had a genuine influence on the
perception of sequence regularity.

Experiment 2: The Temporal Environment Changes Perceived
Timing
Here we posit that since perceived regularity of isochronous sequences may decrease if
sequences are embedded in a temporally irregular environment, the opposite could be also
true–the brain could have a mechanism that makes slightly anisochronous sequences appear
more regular if embedded in a temporally regular environment. This could be achieved if the
perceived timing of individual stimuli is modified so that they appear closer in time to the regu-
lar time point. To test whether the perceived timing of a temporally deviant stimulus is modi-
fied, we asked participants to report whether the final stimulus in an auditory sequence was
presented before or after a temporal probe in the visual modality (Fig 4A and 4B). To measure
the perceived timing of the last stimulus, we compared the physical asynchrony at which audio
and visual stimuli are perceived to be simultaneous (PSS, Point of Subjective Simultaneity) for
stimuli presented slightly earlier and later than isochrony. If the brain regularises these stimuli,
we should find that the perceived timing modifies in a way consistent with a delay if the stimu-
lus is presented too early and/or with an acceleration of the stimulus if it is presented too late.

Method
Participants. Twenty-four undergraduate students were recruited via the University of

Birmingham research participation system and received course credits for their participation.
All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal hearing and vision, and all were naïve
to the purpose of the study.

Stimuli. The auditory stimuli were five identical tones produced by a speaker approxi-
mately 50 cm to the left of the participant (20 ms with 5 ms linear ramp, 1 kHz, 75.1 dBA).
Visual stimuli were red flashes of light produced by a 5 mm LED (20 ms with 5 ms linear ramp,
91 Cd/m2) positioned directly in front of the participant and 20 cm to the right of the auditory
stimuli. The signals were generated on MATLAB using the psychophysics toolbox extension
[61,62] and sent to the audio card before presentation to ensure reliable timing.

Procedure. Participants sat approximately 50 cm from the custom-made light and sound
devices in a well-lit, quiet room. The design of the experiment included a between-subjects fac-
tor. Ten participants partook in the ‘irregular’ environment and 10 participants took part in
the ‘regular’ environment. Participants performed the experiment in two phases. In the practice
phase participants performed a 2AFC temporal-order judgment task (“did the light or the
sound come first?”) with stimuli separated by an SOA of 0, ± 20, ± 90, ± 170, ± 250, or ± 350
ms. Each condition was repeated six times. The next trial would begin 1.5 or 2 s after the
response key had been pressed. The purpose of the practice phase was to identify whether the
participant could successfully discriminate temporal order.

In the test phase, one group of participants was exposed to sequences of stimuli that were
perceptually isochronous (jitter level = 0, 10, 20, or 30 ms) whilst a second group was exposed
to perceptually anisochronous sequences (jitter level = 0, 50, 100, or 150 ms). In each trial,
four auditory stimuli were presented with an IOI of 700 ms. For both groups, 25% of the trials
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comprised perfectly isochronous sequences (0 jitter level). The participant’s task was to decide
whether the last auditory stimulus in the sequence was before or after a visual probe stimulus
(2AFC: did the sound or light come first?). The audio and visual stimuli were presented with
one of nine SOAs (0, ±40, ±80, ±120, or ±200 ms). Critically, the last auditory stimulus in the
sequence was presented ± 40 ms earlier or later than expected (Fig 4A; negative values mean
the stimulus was presented earlier than expected). Each condition was repeated 10 times.

Psychophysical Analysis. To detect changes in the perceived timing of stimuli, the point
of subjective simultaneity (PSS) and just noticeable difference (JND) were obtained from the
proportion of responses as a function of SOA. We define the PSS as the SOA at which each

Fig 4. Experimental stimuli, design, and results of Experiment 2. (A) Examples of trial sequences in
regular environments when the final stimulus was earlier (top panel) or later (bottom panel) than expected.
Participants judged the temporal order of the final auditory stimulus and a visual probe (B), which was used to
determine the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS). (C) Difference in perceived timing (as a percentage)
between stimuli presented -40 ms earlier than expected and +40 ms later than expected as a function of the
jitter level. Each line represents the two environment groups.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g004
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subject was equally likely to report that the visual probe or last repeated stimulus was first. Neg-
ative PSS values mean that sound had to be presented before light in order to be perceived as
synchronous, whilst positive values mean that light had to be presented before sound to be per-
ceived as synchronous (Fig 4B). We define the JND as the SOA that needs to be added or sub-
tracted to the PSS to obtain .16 or .84 proportion of responses. We used the Spearman-Kärber
method to obtain the PSS and JND as the first and second moments of the differential of the
distribution of responses (see [63] for further description of method). The method is non-
parametric, as it does not make assumptions about the shape of the distribution that underlies
the psychometric function. A mathematical derivation of the method can be expressed as fol-
lows: First, we define SOAi with i = {1,. . . 15} as the 15 values of SOA used in the experiments
and pi with i = {1, . . . 15} as the associated proportion of ‘light first’ responses. We further
define SOA0 = -250 ms, SOA16 = +250 ms, p0 = 0, and p16 = 1, so that we can compute the
intermediate SOA between two successive ones

si ¼
SOAiþ1 þ SOAi

2
; with i ¼ f0; . . . 15g ð1Þ

and the associated values of the difference in proportion

dpi ¼ piþ1 � pi; with i ¼ f0; . . . 15g: ð2Þ

With these indexes we can express PSS analytically as:

PSS ¼ 1P15

i¼0 dpi

X15

i¼0
sidpi ð3Þ

and the JND as:

JND ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX15

i¼0
dpiðsi � PSSÞ2

r
: ð4Þ

We intended not to analyse participant’s data if JND was above 250 ms in the practice phase
or 200 ms in the test phase, however all participants’ performance exceeded this criterion.

Results
For sequences in the 0 jitter level condition (the four initial stimuli were isochronous) we
found a change in PSS between early and late stimuli only for the group exposed to a regular
environment. A mixed two-way ANOVA on PSS values with within-subject factor anisochrony
(-40/40 ms) and between-subject factor group (regular/irregular environment) revealed a main
effect of anisochrony, F(1,22) = 6.1, p = .022, ηp

2 = .22, and the critical interaction F(1,22) =
4.4, p = .047, ηp

2 = .17. Subsequently, a t-test between early and late stimuli was significant in
the regular environment, t(11) = -2.6, p = .024, but not in the irregular condition, t(11) = -.384,
p = .078 (Figs 4 and 5). Furthermore, Bayesian t-tests [64,65] support the claim that a differ-
ence in PSS between early and late stimuli exists in a regular environment (BF10 = 2.9), with
likely no difference in the irregular group (BF10 = .3). Contrasts of PSS difference between envi-
ronments at each jitter level were not significant for any of the other comparisons. These data
suggest that the relative timing between the final auditory stimulus and a visual probe changes
in ways consistent with stimuli presented early being processed slower than stimuli presented
late. An important assumption here is that changes in the PSS reflect variations in the process-
ing of the repeated auditory stimulus, and not the visual probe [66].

The magnitude of the effect (difference in perceived timing between early and late stimuli)
was highest for stimuli at the end of an isochronous sequence of four stimuli (40% of the
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anisochrony +/-15.3% SEM), but the effect was in the same direction for irregular sequences
(10, 20, and 30 ms jitter level of the first four stimuli) in the regular environment (Fig 4C).
Thus, by comparing early and late stimuli, we found a perceptual reduction in asynchrony that
is significantly different from 0 only in the regular group (t(11) = 2.6, p = .024, BF10 = 2.9), but
not in the irregular one (t(11) = 0.4, p = .708, BF10 = .3), whilst the groups differed from each
other, t(22) = 2.1, p = .047, BF10 = 1.7. No magnitude difference in PSS was registered for the
group exposed to an irregular environment (Figs 5B and 4C). In other words, participants
exposed to a regular environment reported the timing of slightly deviant stimuli at the end of
the sequence so that the sequence appears more regular than it actually is–a temporal regulari-
sation. Notably, sensitivity in judging the timing of the audio and visual stimuli did not differ
in the two temporal environments. An independent sample t-test on JND values with a

Fig 5. PSS values of Experiment 2 decomposed into early and late anisochrony. Average PSS values
corresponding to the SOA at which both the audio and visual stimulus were perceived as simultaneous.
Positive PSS values indicate that the light needs to be presented before the sound to be perceived as
simultaneous whilst negative values indicate that the sound has to be presented before the light to be
perceived as simultaneous. PSS values should be horizontal and not change if the stimulus anisochrony
does not affect the perceived timing, instead the PSS values appear to change for 0 ms jitter level in the (A)
regular environment group, whilst no such change is exhibited in the (B) irregular environment group.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g005
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between-subjects factor of group (regular/irregular) for the condition with 0 ms jitter level
yielded was not significant t(22) = 0.4, p = .671, BF10 = 0.4 (Fig 6).

Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate that the degree of temporal regularity in the environment drives
perceived stimulus timing. A temporally regular environment leads to sequences being
reported to appear regular more often than when the same sequences are presented in an irreg-
ular environment. Such a difference is present also for perfectly regular sequences. In principle,
this result could be explained in two ways: (a) A response bias that leads participants to
respond ‘irregular’more often in the irregular environment. Such a pattern could be accounted
for by a change in the decisional criterion for perceiving sequences to be regular in the irregular
environment which tolerates perceptual anisochronies caused by neural noise; or (b) There
could be an influence of the regular environment on the perception of the timing of individual
stimuli, so that they are perceptually moved towards the expected time points–by delaying sti-
muli presented earlier than regular and/or by accelerating stimuli presented later than regular.

Our data is not consistent with a response bias effect (a), as here one would expect to see a
general increase in ‘irregular’ responses in the irregular context over all levels of anisochrony.
However, as Fig 1B illustrates, only with a jitter level of 0 ms is there an increase in ‘irregular’
responses for slightly irregular sequences, suggesting that participants did not change their
responses to suit the environment they were exposed to. Moreover, we show that the data of
Experiment 1 does not provide evidence suggesting that there are changes in the criterion at
which regularity is judged, as we found no difference between groups in the anisochrony of the
criteria nor in the sensitivity of regularity discrimination in the 0 jitter level condition [60]. In
Experiment 1, we apply this model to regularity judgments as a function of anisochrony. We
find no difference between the high (positive anisochronies) and low (negative anisochronies)
criteria for judging regularity between regularly and irregularly timed environments. The lack

Fig 6. JND values of Experiment 2. JND values for the two environment groups as a function of jitter level.
The JND represents how well participants can discriminate between the audio and visual stimulus. A change
in JND would suggest that the jitter level affected participants’ ability to discriminate perceived stimulus
timing.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g006
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of a difference between groups suggests no differential sensory noise between regular and irreg-
ular environments nor differences in the decision uncertainty for judging regularity.

Our results point instead to an explanation based on the change in the perceived timing of
stimuli in a sequence due to the presence of a regular environment–irregular stimuli in a regu-
lar environment are perceived closer in time to the expected time point (Figs 1 and 2). This
effect can be understood as the brain attempting to estimate time from imprecise sensory infor-
mation as detailed below.

Bayesian Time Perception
We interpret our results using a Bayesian framework, considering that the brain is trying to
obtain an estimate of the timing for each stimulus from noisy sensory information. To improve
the reliability of the estimates, the brain incorporates a-priori knowledge (prior probability) of
when a future stimulusmay occur with incoming sensory evidence (likelihood function) of
when a stimulus actually occurred in the world (Fig 7). We consider that the brain dynamically
updates the prior probability of experiencing a stimulus after each presentation. Temporal
expectations rapidly increase and bias the timing of stimuli in a regular environment so to

Fig 7. A Bayesianmodel of perceived regularity. (A) A regular sequence in a regular environment builds up temporal expectations (prior
predicted timing; black line) after each presentation of a stimulus (likelihood; blue line) in order to form an estimate of perceived timing from
the posterior (perception; grey dotted line). In this way, the posterior becomes the predicted timing for the next stimulus in the sequence. If a
final stimulus is presented slightly earlier than expected, then it should be perceptually delayed as well as having greater temporal precision.
(B) In a regular sequence in an irregular environment, on the other hand, the posterior distribution coincides with the likelihood, as a flat prior
does not contribute to improve precision or generate greater temporal expectations. Lower precision results in a wider posterior distribution
and, as such, after each stimulus presentation, a physically regular stimulus could by chance be reported as being irregular.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159842.g007
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make them appear more regular (Fig 7A). In a temporally irregular environment, however,
temporal statistics are less precise and thus expected timing is more uncertain (Fig 7B). An esti-
mate of perceived timing is based on the posterior distribution, which is the combination of the
prior and likelihood. In an irregular environment, the posterior distribution coincides with the
likelihood distribution (as there is no regularity in the sequences, the prior does not contribute
to improve precision). Lower precision means a wider distribution, and thus at each encounter
of a stimulus, even if physically regular, there is a possibility that the stimulus is actually aniso-
chronous. For stimuli embedded in a regular environment instead, expectations improve the
precision of timing estimates, making stimuli appear closer to the presented time point–but
they also influence the timing of slightly deviant stimuli. Such an effect is evidenced by asking
participants to judge whether the final stimulus in a sequence appears before or after a visual
probe (Experiment 2). In a regularly timed environment, slightly anisochronous stimuli are
biased to appear closer in time to the expected time point due to the effect of the prior (Fig 4C).

We reason that temporal regularisation reflects the tendency to obtain a compact represen-
tation of the environment that can be generally applied for perception [67]. In a regular envi-
ronment, small temporal irregularities are likely due to sensory noise, and thus representing
each individual irregularity would constitute a disadvantageous memory burden. Modifying
the perceived timing of stimuli, so to appear more regular, reduces neural metabolic consump-
tion [30] and improves the perceptual processing of regularly timed stimuli [23–29,50].

Current models of temporal perception [13,33,35,38,57,68] are mainly concerned with a
representation of the duration of an interval and do not make explicit predictions about
whether the temporal environment should influence the perceived timing of temporally devi-
ant stimuli. In fact, in these models, the perceived timing of a stimulus is mostly ignored,
because they assume that stimuli are simply perceived after a constant perceptual delay. More
importantly, no model relates the change in detection of temporal deviations to changes in the
perceived timing of stimuli. Conversely, we find that in a regularly timed environment stimuli
presented earlier and later than expected are perceptually shifted in a way consistent with tem-
poral regularization. Entrainment models and models of dynamic attending have been used to
capture several experimental findings with stimuli similar to the ones used here [13,34,68,69].
Dynamic attending can account for a generalized perceptual acceleration of stimuli presented
at the expected time [70] due to the rhythmic deployment of attention at isochronous time
points. Such an interpretation is consistent with the presence of prior-entry for attended sti-
muli, which leads to accelerated sensory processing [71,72]. However, an explanation based on
a symmetric attentional impulse cannot account for the results reported in Experiment 2, as sti-
muli presented at the same anisochrony before and after the expected time point should be
affected by the same acceleration.

Monitoring Temporal Statistics
Temporal regularity has important ecological functions, i.e., in sensorimotor synchronization
[10,31,73–75], musical performance [13,76,77], discrimination [78,79], and causal learning
[80]. Thus it is not surprising that the brain monitors regularity across stimuli and uses the reg-
ularity of the context to modify perception as we present in this study. Exposure to regularities
results in the expansion of visual working memory [81,82], improved object labelling [83], and
object classification [84]. The phenomenon we report in this paper is similar to long-term
adaptation effects where the context of the experiment influences our perception–and as such,
perception is not absolute but relative to some internal reference [85]. Such an effect has been
shown in other temporal contexts, i.e., perceived duration [50] and simultaneity [86]. Human
observers have been shown to use the statistics of the environment to adjust their perception–
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similar to the phenomena we describe in this paper. Adaptation level theory [87,88] has been
proposed to account for such instances, as the computational problem can be phrased in terms
of a null point of a phenomenological dimension. When a physical stimulus corresponds to the
null point, a ‘neutral’ perception is evoked. The null point, however, is subject to adaptation.
Applied to our experiments, the null point should move toward being more irregular when
in an irregular environment, which should have resulted in a bias to report more regular
responses. This is in contradiction to the results of Experiment 1, as we find the reverse–partic-
ipants reported more irregular responses in an irregular environment.

The temporal regularisation effect that we report here is consistent with a similar tendency
found in the literature about perceived duration [44,50,89,90]. When asked to reproduce inter-
vals, participants do not only employ the information provided by the current interval, but
they consider the distribution of intervals they have previously been exposed to, making their
response similar to the mean duration [50]. A similar phenomenon is also found in perceived
simultaneity, where participants exposed to an environment comprising of biased distribution
of tactile asynchronies respond to temporal order in the direction of the most frequently pre-
sented asynchrony [86]. Such tendencies to assimilate the context in the judgments is in com-
petition with contrasting effects occurring at a ‘local’ level, where just the previous trial can
influence the temporal perception of the next [91]. It has been argued that the long-term assim-
ilation and short-term contrast effects interact with or precede one another [92,93]. According
to such accounts [92], the perceptual system encodes both the prior probabilities of the
stimulus distribution over time whilst also representing the recent history and redistributing
resources in order to efficiently code incoming sensory signals [94,95]. Such expectation biases
perception in a way that resolves any perceptual conflict with current sensory information.

Re-focusing Time Perception
The Bayesian model of perceived timing we present in this paper advances a re-focusing of
investigation towards event-based perception in the temporal domain. Historical and seminal
accounts of time perception are focused on modelling time from the perspective of duration
[35,37,38,44]. The model we present here is not in competition with such accounts of duration
perception [50,51], but it considers a dimension that has been overlooked: the perceived timing
of stimuli. We reason that expectations about the absolute timing of stimuli need to be continu-
ously updated during a sequence, and thus they must have a fast time-course. On the other
hand, long-term priors that enable expectations are interval-based and are updated after each
stimulus presentation. For this reason, they have a slow time-course that can represent the sta-
tistics of the environment. The combination of the two types of information (fast and slow
time-course) with sensory information improves efficiency in producing sensory estimates
about temporal properties of the environment [30,96–99].

Conclusion
In this study, we establish that the temporal regularity of the environment drives time percep-
tion. Sequences embedded in regular and irregular environments perceptually change, that is:
(1) perceived regularity decreases in an irregular environment, and (2) the perceived timing of
slightly irregular stimuli is modified to appear more regular if embedded in a regular environ-
ment. Using a Bayesian framework, we propose that temporal expectations about timing of sti-
muli are generated based on the statistics of the environment. Such expectations bias the
perceived timing of stimuli in a way that results in temporal regularisation and thus a more
convincing percept of having experienced a regular sequence.
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